Remote ID Labeling for Skydio Drones

Print this template at 100% scale, cut out and securely affix the Remote ID Compliance Label to your drone. This will fit on the S2, S2+ and X2E. Instructions for placement on each type of drone are outlined below.

**S2/ S2+**

**ONLY** affix the label on the bottom side of drone, along either of the front two arms.  
**DO NOT** affix the label anywhere else as it may affect the performance of your drone.

**X2E**

**ONLY** affix the label on the right side of the drone, on body beside the front-right arm.  
*Note: this is specifically opposite the side with the SD card slots.*  
**DO NOT** affix the label anywhere else as it may affect the performance of your drone. Do not cover vents.